LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
LIGHTER?

DRINK CRAFT
Featuring 89 craft drafts

Summit 30th Anniversary Keller Pils (Saint Paul) 5.1%abv 16oz $7

7.7.2016

An unfiltered traditional German style dating all the way back to the Middle
Ages, it is unlike any lager they’ve ever produced.

*all prices include tax

Summit Unchained #22 Zingiber Cream Ale (Saint Paul) 5.3%abv

16oz $7 Clean and crisp meets malty-sweet, full-bodied and robust. The

addition of organic Hawaiian ginger adds a bright, spicy dimension to this
refreshing brew.
Summit Summer Ale (Saint Paul) 4.9%abv 16oz $6 A floral, clean,
and smooth kolsch-style ale with just a kiss of citrus and hop.

Tin Whiskers Wheatstone Bridge (St. Paul) 5.4%abv 16oz $7 A crisp

American style wheat beer with a new polished look, flavors of honey and
chamomile tea.
Wabasha Hail Summer Ale (St. Paul) 6.3%abv 16oz $7 Smooth, easydrinking and refreshing. With low IBU’s this is their lightest beer yet.
Indeed Shenanigans (Minneapolis) 5%abv 16oz $6 Honey wheat beer
made with regionally produced honey. Keeping it local, indeed.
Fulton Lonely Blonde (Minneapolis) 4.8%abv 16oz $6 An American
blonde ale that’s perfect if you’re looking for something a little lighter.
Fulton Randonneur (Minneapolis) 4.1%abv 16oz $6 A Belgian style
saison made with German malt, Australian hops, and French yeast.
Schell’s Hefeweizen (New Ulm) 4.75%abv 16oz $6 Fruity, ale character
with undertones of banana and clove
Steel Toe Provider Blonde Ale (St. Louis Park) 5%abv 16oz $6 Do
you wish you were sitting on a warm patio right now? Drink this.
Steel Toe Sommer Vice (St. Louis Park) 5%abv 16oz $6 A great local
hefeweizen that will help us cling to the beautiful days of summer.
Lift Bridge Farm Girl Saison (Stillwater) 6%abv 16oz $6 Brewed in the
Belgian Farmhouse tradition: dry malt finish, spicy, smooth.
Bent Paddle Venture Pils (Duluth) 5%abv 16oz $6 Brewed with water
from Lake Superior. Crisp with a mellow hop aromatic.
Castle Danger Summer Crush (Two Harbors) 4.7% abv 16oz $7 Their
American Blonde Ale, notes of lemon and biscuit, easy drinking.
Bells Oberon (MI) 5.8%abv 16oz $6 OBERON!! A sure sign of warmer
months is this delicious wheat beer.
New Holland Lost Dune (MI) 5.5%abv 16oz $7 Summer ale with
Mosaic hops and blueberries from MI’s dune-laden west coast.
Lagunitas Pils (CA) 6.2%abv 16oz $6 A refreshing Czech-style pilsner,
with just enough grassy and floral hops to give it a little kick.
Sierra Nevada Summerfest (CA) 5.0%abv 16oz $6 Just another
outstanding beer from Sierra Nevada.
Flying Dog Dead Rise (MD) 5.6%abv 16oz $7 Summer Ale brewed to
highlight the indelible character of Old Bay through bright and refreshing
citrus hop notes and a crisp tart finish.
Paulaner Hefeweizen (Germany) 5.5%abv 16oz $7 Light and wheaty,
with a touch of lemon, and finishing with fresh banana and a hint of clove.
Andechser Weissbier Hell (Germany) 5.5%abv 16oz $7 Yeasty,
tangy, sparkling and quite refreshing.

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING BELGIANY?

Ommegang Gnomegang (NY) 9.5%abv 10oz $7 This delectable blonde

ale is a co-creation of Brewery Ommegang and Brasserie d’Achouffe using
distinctive Chouffe and Ommegang yeasts.
Ommegang 3 Philosophers (NY) 9.8%abv 10oz $9 Belgian style
Quad that would make the likes of Plato, Aristotle, and Socrates proud.
Unibroue La Fin Du Monde (Canada) 9%abv 10oz $7 Triple style
golden ale is mildly yeasty with notes of fruit & spice and a smooth finish.
St. Bernardus Extra 4 (Belgium) 4.8%abv 10oz $12 Belgium style pale
ale. A must try.
Chouffe Houblon (Belgium) 9%abv 10oz $7 A Belgian Tripel-English
American Double IPA. Seriously.

LOOKING FOR A MEMENTO?

The Happy Gnome Logo Tasting Glass $4 Bring a little bit of the
Gnome to your home beer tasting experience

UPCOMING EVENTS

Tues, July 12th Meet & Greet 6pm, Dinner at 7pm
Desthil Beer Dinner, $75
Tickets available at: https://dojour.us/s/7407/reserve
Tues, July 19th Belgian Independence Week.
Specialty tappings throughout the week!
Wed, July 27th 4pm Sierra Nevada Family Values Tapping
Fri, July 29th 4pm Barley John’s Extravaganza w/ Dark Knight
Wed, August 3rd Reinheitsgebot 500th Anniversary Party!

LOOKING FOR A WHISKEY FLIGHT?
Three, one ounce pours $25.
“Exploration of Arran Malt Scotch

Arran Malt 10 yr, Arran Malt 14 yr, Arran Malt Sassicaia Wine Cask

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
MALTY?
Surly Smoke

(Minneapolis) 8.2%abv 10oz $7 A silky smooth Baltic porter

with mild smoke aroma and flavor.

Surly Coffee Bender

(Minneapolis) 5.1% abv 16oz $7 Bender with the
addition of cold-pressed coffee. The envy of every coffeehouse in town.

Hammerheart Von Winterherz Verhasst

(Lino Lakes) 7.1%abv
10oz $7 Oaked Smoked Wheat Hefeweizen.
Indeed Helles Bock (Minneapolis) 7.7%abv 10oz $7 Dangerously smooth

with citrus, currant, and pear hop flavors and bready malt.

Bauhaus Brew Labs Copperpop

This is a piney and citrusy hoppy red lager!

(Minneapolis) 5.69%abv 16oz $7

Bent Paddle 14° ESB on Nitro (Duluth) 5.6%abv 16oz $6 Nice balance

of toasted malt and hops with a bit of pine and citrus from the
Amarillo/Ahtanum dry hop smoothed out on nitro. Yum.
Tyranena Rocky’s Revenge (WI) 6% abv 16 oz. $6 In the deep
waters of Rock Lake lurks an ancient serpent named Rocky. His legend has
inspired this brown ale, partially aged in bourbon casks.
New Belgium Fat Tire (CO) 5.5%abv 16oz $6 Toasty and mildly sweet,
balanced with a little hop bitterness.

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
WITH DEPTH?
Summit Oatmeal Stout on Nitro

(Saint Paul) 4.7%abv 16oz $6

Chocolate, coffee & caramel flavors round out this smooth, full-bodied beer.
It’s even smoother and creamier and more delightful when it’s on Nitro!

Steel Toe Dissent (St. Louis Park) 7%abv 16oz $7 Roasty and toasty with
bittersweet espresso and hints of cocoa.

New Holland Dragon’s Milk (MI) 9%abv 10oz $9 Aged in oak for over

120 days, hints of bourbon flavor perfectly compliment roasted malt.
Left Hand Milk Stout on Nitro (CO) 6.5%abv 16oz $7 Perhaps the
finest stout made in the lower 48. Rich, creamy, and smooth.
Great Divide Yeti Imperial Stout (CO) 9.5%abv 10oz $8 intense
chocolate, roasted coffee malt flavor and hugely assertive hop profile.

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
NON-ALCOHOLIC?
Sprecher Root Beer (WI)

0%abv 16oz $3 This truly old fashioned soda
has the rich, creamy flavor that only comes from using pure Wisconsin
honey direct from the combs.
Blackeye Cold Brew on Nitro (Saint Paul) 0%abv 10oz $6 This fairtrade, organic cold press coffee is hand crafted in the Twin Cities. Bright,
floral, and smooth. Poured on nitro for a rich and velvety treat.

WIN TICKETS TO SUMMIT’S 30TH
ANNIVERSARY BACKYARD BASH

Take a photo with a Summit Beer for a chance to win two
tickets to the Backyard Bash 9.10.16 at the brewery.
Post picture on Twitter or Instagram with #summitbashtix.
5 winners will be picked throughout the month
.
Draft Maintenance in Partnership with the
Better Beer Society-Last serviced 07.08.2016

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
FRUITY?

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
SESSIONABLE?

This one is a tart, dry blend of the best apples the Midwest has to offers.
Milk & Honey Heirloom Cider (Cold Spring) 6.9%abv 10oz $8 Semi dry
cider produced in MN uses 83 different varieties of heirloom apples.

session ale is brewed with 100% organic hops, malts, and lemon peel.

Sociable Cider Werks Freewheeler (Minneapolis) 5.8%abv 16oz $7

Summit Hopvale Organic Ale

(Saint Paul) 4.7%abv 16oz $6 This

Sweetland Orchards Cuban Garden Party

Enki Relevance (Victoria) 5.1%abv 16oz $6 IPA loaded with Citra hop.
Founders All Day IPA (MI) 4.7%abv 16oz $6 You can’t drink all day if

Wyder’s Cider Reposado Pear

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
HOPPY?

(Webster) 7.1%abv
10oz $8 A blend of MN apples plus Dolgo crabapple with lots of lime and a

bit of mint. The mint and lime juice and zest was added similarly to a “freshhopping” technique — think a giant teabag filled with all of that good stuff
and then steeped in the cider.
(Canada)

6.9%abv 16oz

$7

Reposado. The name given to tequilas aged in oak barrels. Refreshing
Pear cider aged in Reposado barrels to give it a hint of oak and agave.

Green Flash Tangerine Soul Style IPA

(CA) 6.5%abv 16oz $7

Tangerine zest carries throughout, accented by bright, flowery tropical
flavors and a sweet finish.
New Belgium Heavy Melon (CO) 5%abv 16oz $7 Brewed with juicy
watermelon and zesty lime peel.

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
SOUR AND FUNKY?
Indeed Wooden Soul #7

(Minneapolis) 5.3% abv 10oz $9 A
Raspberry/Cherry Sour Red Ale. After 22 months of life in barrels with brett
and bacteria, this red ale was allowed to undergo an additional 3 months of
fermentation on whole raspberries and tart red cherries!
Destihl Blueberry Gose (IL) 5.2%abv 10oz $8 Their gose with
blueberries unites another layer of fruity complexity in this sour ale already
know for its tart, citrusy, lime-like qualities.
Grand Teton GOSE (ID) 6.5%abv 10oz $7 Light-bodied but flavorful
quencher. Brewed with salty water, soured with Lactobacillus, and spiced
with coriander. This variety uses salt harvested from Yellowstone Park.
Sixpoint Galacto (NY) 5.3% abv 10 oz. $8 A wild saison with Galaxy
hops, lots of lemon and fruit that can be a bit sour, but very refreshing.
Odell Prop! Culture (OR) 7.1%abv 10oz $8 A Saison made when they
experimented with PROPagating different combinations of Belgian yeast
CULTUREs and blending them in specific fermentations. The result of their
experimentation led to 10+ yeast strains working together to create a fruit
forward collage of flavors like pineapple, pear, mango, and banana
balanced by a clove like spiciness.
New Belgium/Hub Fat Sour Apple Ale (CO) 5.9% abv 16 oz. $6
This slightly sour ale start with a snap of tartness from Lactobacillus and
apple juice, then gets balanced with Fat Tire inspired malty sweetness.
New Belgium/Avery Fat Wild Ale (CO) 6.2% abv 16 oz. $6 This
Fat Tire spin has a healthy dose of Brettanomyces, a sturdy malt back bone,
fruity hop aroma, and a topical pineapple layer.
New Belgium/Allagash Fat Funk Ale (CO) 5.6% abv 16 oz. $6 A
Belgian yeast strain adds pear, and banana. The later addition of
Brettanomyces gives it a spicy finish.

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
DOUBLE HOPPY?
Fulton Insurrection (Minneapolis)

9%abv 10oz $8 Fulton is normally
known for brewing balanced, subtle beers. Not this time. Aggressive, sweet
malt, with big bold fruity hops.

Dark Horse Smells Like A Safety Meeting (MI) 9.0%abv 10oz

$8

An extremely hoppy ale that really does smell like …well… you know.
New Holland Imperial Hatter (MI) 10.0%abv 10oz $7 Assertive dryhopping provides an aromatic telltale nose, and a bitter symphony to follow.
Ommegang Great Beyond Double IPA (NY) 8.8%abv 10oz $7 The
breweries first double IPA. The aroma is intensely fruity. The flavor is full of
juicy, fruity hop character with resinous pine undertones.
Clown Shoes Space Cake (MA) 9%abv 10oz $7 A big Imperial IPA.
Avery The Maharaja Imperial IPA (CO) 10.2%abv 10oz $9 We could
not be more thrilled to welcome back this intense and mighty imperial IPA.
We have missed it’s vibrant and pungent hop character.
Lagunitas Lucky 13 (CA) 8.56%abv 10oz $7 The brewery describes
this as a Mondo Large Red Ale. That pretty much sums it up.
Lagunitas Sucks (CA) 8%abv 10oz $7 Originally brewed during
Lagunitas’ brewery expansion as a substitute for Brown Shugga, since it
was easier to produce facilities were limited. But it was so damn good, they
decided to make it again.

you don’t start in the morning. Try this mellow, low-alcohol IPA.

Summit Extra Pale Ale

(Saint Paul) 5.3%abv 16oz $6 The one that

started it all . . .round these parts anyway.

Bad Weather Firefly Rye Pale Ale (St. Paul) 5.5% 16 oz. $6 This

hopped up rye is brewed with Australian and U.S. hops. The combination of
hops and rye strike a wonderful balance of fruity, citrus and piney notes.
Surly Furious (Minneapolis) 6.2%abv 16oz $7 Local hop legend.
Surly Todd The Axe Man (Minneapolis) 6.5%abv 16oz $8 A brewery in
Denmark decided Todd from Surly was the most Rock n’ Roll fella in the US
Craft beer scene. So now we have this potent IPA.
Indeed Day Tripper Pale Ale (Minneapolis) 5.4%abv 16oz $6 Citrusy
and spicy hop notes with a nice bitterness.
Indeed Let it Ride IPA (Minneapolis) 6.8%abv 16oz $7 An homage to
the Twin Cities bicycle culture. A delicious IPA, so good in fact that you
might consider putting this in your CamelBak instead of water.
Fulton Sweet Child O’ Vine (Minneapolis) 6.4%abv 16oz $7 Full of
hops and malty goodness.
Insight Dankbot IPA (Minneapolis) 6.5%abv 16oz $7 With a medium to
light malt body, the focus of this beer is hops-to truly let them be the hero.
A layer of earthy and dank hops on top of the bold citrus character makes
this beer their hoppiest to date.
Pryes Miraculum (Minnetonka) 6.4%abv 16oz $7 This IPA is dry hopped
with 50 lbs of hops which explains the vibrant aroma. Hoppy, citrusy, clean.
Steel Toe Size 7 IPA (St. Louis Park) 7%abv 16oz $7 We have never had
to ask a brewery if we could sell their beer. Ever. We begged these guys.
Badger Hill Hop Hill (Shakopee) 5.2%abv 16oz $6 Classic Pale Ale.
Bent Paddle Bent Hop (Duluth) 6.2%abv 16oz $6 This Golden IPA is
fresh, zesty, spicy and citrusy. Represent Duluth.
Bell’s Two Hearted (MI) 7%abv 16 oz $7 A floral IPA with a crisp finish.

Founders Mosaic Promise

(MI) 5.5%abv 16oz $7 An American IPA,
brewed with one varietal of hops, Mosaic and Golden Promise malt. Pleasing aroma
and bright, crisp finish. It is a delicate example of the beauty in simplicity.
New Holland Michigan Awesome Hatter (MI) 5.8%abv 16oz $7

A Michigan Grown IPA. This beer celebrates community, & local agriculture.
New Holland Tasmanian Hatter (MI) 7%abv 16oz $7 A more mellow
India pale ale, with some tropical notes.
New Holland Mad Hatter (MI) 7.0%abv 16oz $7 Floral aromatics from
assertive dry-hopping, and a bright, hoppy body, punctuated with
Centennial, Citra and Michigan-grown Cascade hops.
Odell IPA (CO) 7%abv 16oz $7 A bold flavorful American Style IPA with
new varieties of highly aromatic American hops to create a distinctive
bitterness profile and an incredible hop character.
Boulder Mojo on Nitro (CO) 7.2%abv 16oz $6 Their benchmark IPA
put on a nitro tap to cream it out and smooth the edges.

Ballast Point Grapefruit Sculpin IPA

(CA) 7%abv 16oz $8

Tropically mango, and pink grapefruit on the nose, leading to a zesty, piney
hop experience.

Green Flash Tangerine Soul Style IPA

(CA) 6.5%abv 16oz $7

Tangerine zest carries throughout, accented by bright, flowery tropical
flavors and a sweet finish.
Bear Republic Hot Rod Rye (CA) 8%abv 10oz $8 American IPA
brewed with 18% rye malts. Has floral hops, subtle caramel notes. It’s
slightly earthy and has spicy rye character.
New Belgium/Firestone Walker Fat Hoppy Ale (CO) 6.0% abv
16oz. $6 Hoppified Fat Tire made with lager yeast with amplified American
hop aroma and flavor.
New Belgium/Rhinegeist Fat Pale Ale (CO) 6.0% abv 16 oz. $6
They are calling this one a Belgian Style XPA with both Euro and CO malts
and fruity vinous hops.
Lagunitas Born Yesterday Pale Ale (CO) 7.5% 16oz $8 Unfiltered
Born Again Pale Ale made with wet hops from Yakima Valley preserved
from last harvest season.

